Wednesday, June 8, 2005

1:00 p.m.  Introductions – Dennis Cooley, RMC 3 Chair
1:15 p.m.  Update of 2005 Active Research and Implementation Projects – Sharon Barta
1:30 p.m.  Project Presentations - Presentations will not exceed 15 minutes in length and will focus on implementation of products

**Hydraulics** Project 0-4193 – Regional Characteristics of Unit Hydrographs (Requesting a 2-year extension beyond 8-31-05)
PD: Rudy Herrmann, SJT/PC: David Stolpa, DES
RS: David Thompson, TechMRT (Presenting)

Environ.  Project 0-4543 – Bridge Runoff Characteristics (Ending 8-31-05)
PD: Melissa Gabriel, ENV/PC: David Stolpa, DES
RS: Joseph Malina, CTR (Presenting)

Environ.  Project 0-4605 – Stormwater Quality Documentation of Roadside Shoulders Borrow Ditches (Requesting a one-year extension beyond 8-31-05)
PD: Amy Foster, ENV/PC: Dianna Noble, ENV
RS: Michael Barrett, CTR (Presenting)

Geometric  Project 0-4692 – Development of Portable Concrete Traffic Barriers for Maintenance Operations (Ended 8-31-04)
PD: John Dewitt, SJT/PC: Walter McCullough, SJT
RS: Roger Bligh, TTI (Presenting)

2:45 p.m. – 3:00 p.m.  Break

**Hydraulics** Project 0-4642 – GIS Static Storm Model Development (Ending 8-31-05)
PD: Rose Marie Klee, DES/PC: David Stolpa, DES
RS: Francisco Olivera, TTI (Presenting)

**Hydraulics** Project 0-4695 – Guidance for Design in Areas of Extreme Bed-Load Mobility (Requesting a 4-year extension beyond 8-31-05)
PD: Lewis Nowlin, SJT/PC: Walter McCullough, SJT
RS – David Thompson, TechMRT (Presenting)

**Geometric** Project 0-4703 – Incorporating Safety into the Highway Design Process (Ending 8-31-09)
PD: Elizabeth Hilton, DES/PC: Rory Meza, DES
RS: Jim Bonneson, TTI (Presenting)
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Right of Way  Project 0-4617 – Identify Delays in the ROW Relocation and Utility Relocation Processes Affecting Construction and Develop Methods for Expediting the Processes (Ending 8-31-05)
PD: Larry Black, AMA/PC: John Campbell, ROW
RS: Edd Gibson, CTR (Presenting)

5:00 p.m.  Adjourn for the day

Thursday, June 9, 2005

8:00 a.m.  TAP Long Range Research Plans and FY07 Project Statement Priorities
(TAP chairs will present the status of their LRRP’s and Priorities for FY07 with time for RMC members’ response)
• Hydraulics TAP – Rudy Herrmann, SJT
• Environmental TAP – Nancy Fisher, SJT
• Right of Way TAP – Tommy Jones, ABL
• Geometric TAP – Marty Smith, CHS

9:30 a.m. -  9:45 a.m.  Break

9:45 a.m.  Executive Session – TxDOT Only
• Presentation of FY 2006 Continuations and Modifications – Sharon Barta and PD’s
• Estimate FY 2006 Funding Needs for RMC 3 – Sharon Barta and Sylvia Medina
• TxDOT Support on Research and Implementation Projects – Sharon Barta
• Pooled Fund Crash Testing Issues – Sharon Barta
• Presentation of FY 2006 Proposal Recommendations – Program Coordinators
• Select Projects for FY 2006 – RMC
  -- Select projects until the RMC funding allocation is utilized
  -- Identify one unfunded project for ROC consideration should additional funding become available or should funding be shifted by the ROC between RMCs
• Propose Projects for Presentation at the November 2005 RMC Meeting
• Nominations for PD recognition
• Review of RMC and TAP Membership

12:00 noon (approximate) Adjourn